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NON-GUILD MEMBER CARD
I choose not to be a member of the NZFVTG as the Guild does nothing for me.
Therefore, I am exempt from all the benefits previously determined and agreed to between
producers and the Guild throughout the years.
7 Alterations to Engagement Rules

I am so grateful to have been chosen to work that I have no problem with being unable to
charge cancellation even if I am driving to the job. I additionally have no problem with other
work that may have been lost during this time.
7 Duration of the Working Day and Week
There is no limit – I will work till I drop.
7 Overtime Allowances
I will work for 24-hours at a standard daily rate that I will independently set, and which will
have no alignment with other industry rates.
7 Public Holiday Payments
I am prepared to work on Christmas Day and Good Friday at no additional charge.
7 Turnaround
I will work for the duration of the contract without sleep or rest.
7 Meal and Refreshment Breaks
I will bring my own flask and sandwiches.

7 Production Travel Allowances

7
7

7

Out of respect for my fellow work colleagues who are paid up members of the
Technicians’ Guild, I am prepared for this declaration to be forwarded to all
production companies so they can adjust the contractual conditions of my work.

I am prepared to fly, walk, drive or swim to any destination at my own expense and in my
own time.
I will additionally pay for my own accommodation, and do not expect any per diems for out
of town expenses.
Fees and Expenses
I am prepared to allow the production company to pay without limitation when they can.
The production company may also deduct any additional charges from my invoice as they
see fit without consultation.
Health & Safety Policies
I accept being personally placed into any situation the production company chooses to put
me in – albeit burning buildings, the middle of motorways, high-rise ledges, and I do not
expect to be provided with any fire protection equipment, reflective jackets or harnesses.
I require no safety support personnel.
Dispute and Resolution Services
There will never be a problem as I am prepared to be flogged.

7 Your signature here

Go it alone –
or sign up for the support and benefits of the Guild
As a member you’ll get all the benefits and support that the Guild provides, as well as the
satisfaction that you’re helping to support a safer and more productive industry for all techos.

Membership is just $243 (incl GST) per annum
Join the New Zealand Film and Video Technicians’
or $20.25 by monthly AP. Students and recent
Guild today – online at www.nztecho.com or
graduates can receive a 50% discount (no monthly
email info@nztecho.com
AP option). You will receive a membership pack
including The Blue Book, the Safety Code of Practice,
a Techos’ Guild membership card (to access all our
wonderful benefits) along with ongoing support
www.nztecho.com
and advice.
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BEHIND THE SCENES

With over 20 years in the film industry,
Karla Rodgers is now executive officer for the Techos’ Guild.

Change is in the air… and other news
Kia ora all.
Is it just me or has this year flown by? They say when you are busy time
flies and I have to say here at the Guild it feels like a ‘sonic boom’!
Earlier this year we applied to the Film Commission for core funding
support. After three days locked in a room, Richard Bluck and myself
emerged with a proposal that we hoped would be enough for the NZFC
to consider the Guild worthy of support. Over the years the Guild has
been able to function on a day-to-day basis but it has been somewhat
hamstrung in advancing areas of infrastructure that seriously needed
upgrading. One area in particular was our website which in IT years was
ready for a Zimmer frame. Early June we got the good news that our
proposal had been successful. With this in mind we were now in a position
to look at, amongst other things, our aged website. But, cart before the
horse, for some time there had been rumblings of a name change, and of
course if we are to upgrade our website we needed to decide whether
our name would change. All Guild members would have seen the roll out
of Special Meetings held in all the branches throughout August. Following the branch meetings there was a postal ballot for those who did not
attend the meeting so that all guild members were given an opportunity
to have their say. The results from that ballot of all those that voted in both
the meetings and email ballots came in at 81% in favour of change. The
process from here will be a fairly methodical and will be done somewhat
like the flag referendum – but won’t cost us $26 million. Over the next
month we will be calling for name submissions. So have a think and look
out for your opportunity to put your suggestions forward. Names submitted
will then go to a ‘Name Change Committee’ who will narrow the submitted
options down to the most popular and/or most appropriate. Then it’s back
to you as members to vote again. Like the flag referendum, the original
name will be presented as an option if you as a member feel there has
been no better alternative offered. Trusting the final vote brings us to a new
name, a new logo will be designed and all will be incorporated into a fresh
new-look website that will reflect who the Guild is ‘now’ and for at least the
next 10 years.
In the meantime regular Guild work continues. Two issues that have arisen
in recent weeks, that I felt I would like to impart with all members, concerns
invoicing and quoting. Firstly invoicing. This enquiry related to whether
there are any rules on terms of payment. Crew have generally accepted
the terms of payment as being the 20th of the following month. There are
no hard and fast rules on terms and conditions of payment, and the 20th
of the month is not the rule of thumb as this particular crew member found
out. Terms and conditions can vary dramatically – in fact it is whatever
is agreed. Australian companies have been known to pay 30 days after
invoices are received. So if you are working for a new company it is worth
having this discussion on acceptance of the job to ensure the terms of
payment are what you expect and suit you. If necessary, this is the time to
make alternative arrangement. Regardless, it is good practise for all technicians to state clearly on every invoice terms of payment.

The second enquiry is to do with quoting. There appears to have been a
practice amongst producers and production managers to compare quotes
from different jobs by the same contractor – not at all kosher. Often if
you’re quoting you will be considering the nature of the production, the
budget, etc, so quotes can change from job to job. I got legal advice on
this question. To ensure your quote remains exclusive to the production
you are quoting for at the time it is advised that you state clearly on your
quote wording along the lines of “the rates quoted are confidential and
exclusive to the parties mentioned on this production only and must not be
shared”.
A little more on good invoicing practices can be found in this issue of
NZTECHO on page 5.
Til’ next time – be safe out there.

GOLD STARS & CHOCOLATE FISH
A big thanks to the following people for supporting and helping the
Techos’ Guild:

N Sioux Macdonald and Nick Treacy for their constant work and
support of the Guild.

N Richard Bluck for his ongoing work with ScreenSafe.
N Ben Morice for administration support.
N Mick Sinclair and Tim Riley for their support and legal advice for
the Guild.

N All the members that keep us updated with contact details and
other information.

N All members who pay their membership fees on time. Seriously.
(Unless you notify us otherwise, your membership renews on an
annual basis as per your invoice month.)

Mick Sinclair

Ph +64 9 360-9995 www.sinclairblack.co.nz
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PRESIDENT’S RAVE

Richard Bluck is a cinematographer based on the Kapiti Coast. A long-standing
member of the Techos’ Guild, he took up the role of president in late 2014.

Getting ready for the next 20 years
I am sitting at Auckland Airport waiting for my flight to board and watching
the chaos that is ensuing out the window in the Koru Club car park.
Passengers drive up in their vehicles, unload their gear and hand over
their keys. The space becomes smaller and smaller as vehicles get
squeezed into every possible space, waiting to be moved to the ‘off the
airport’ car park. But no one is taking them away. There seems to be a
dispute between the collectors and the movers. There are fingers being
pointed – harsh words – if only I could lip-read. Then they call my flight. I
leave, and am none the wiser.
What I was pondering while I was watching this chaos, is this article. As
the Techos’ Guild we have strived to create an organisation that represents the screen workers; strived to make sense of the sometime chaos
that can be the screen industry. Created out of The Academy in 1988,
it was two incorporated societies, based in Wellington and Auckland. In
1996 it became a national organisation with Wellington and Auckland
merging, joined by Queenstown in 1999.
The day-to-day work of the Guild has developed over the years. There
are questions from our membership, assistance with resolving issues
with productions, and support for the productions that enter NZ with
understanding our screen environment. We continue to have dialogue
with other industry organisations to enhance better understanding and
communication. We are slowly gaining a voice to articulate our members’
views.
Twenty years later it is still going, and growing. When I turned twenty
I didn’t reflect – I left that till I was older. But it is time for the Guild to
reflect.
In those twenty years the industry has changed. It has moved from film
and video, to the screen industry. It has been internationally acclaimed.
Technology has made it possible for anyone to make a movie. A generation of screen workers have joined the industry with different experiences
and life skills.

next twenty years. We have a plan, we have the will, and we are now in a
financial position to be undertaking the changes.
That is why we have been discussing the change of name. No longer can
we say film and video, it is now more appropriate to talk about the screen.
We need to take that journey to find our new name for the future.
Of course it then becomes about branding: clarifying and articulating our
mission and future goals.
ScreenSafe, the update of the Safety Code of Practice, is well underway to
guiding the health and safety of the screen industry. The technical guidelines are being updated, and templates are written, and will be posted in
the near future. It pays to visit the site at screensafe.co.nz and subscribe
for website updates as they are made available.
The Blue Book review is almost completed and will be published online
when released. Apart from updating the terms and conditions that crews
work under, the review has looked to make it more user friendly and
understandable.
There are elements of the Constitution that no longer make sense now,
or in the future. A review of the Constitution is part of this plan, so we are
able to run the organisation in the digital world.
We are looking at our administration systems to better allow Karla, our
executive officer and Jane, our accounts officer to administer the Guild.
The website is under review as it is at least ten years old, and the digital
world has changed.
This is an ‘organisation-wide review’. You as a Techos’ Guild member have
the right to have your say. You have the responsibility as a member to partake in the review, if only to attend the meetings and vote on the changes
as they are brought forward.

So now we need to look at what the Techos’ Guild has become, where
we want to go in the future and what we need to do to prepare it for the

From Big Budget Features to Film School Projects, we
can help with your safety requirements.
Providing Safety Coordinators, On Set Medics, Hazard
Identification and Safety Plans, Dept. of Labour
compliance & liaison, Water Safety & Boat Operators,
Safety & Film Divers.

SpecialiSt Film & tV SaFety

Call us with any questions regarding safety
on your next project.
0274 516 002
willy@guard.co.nz • www.guard.co.nz
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FINE PRINT

Mick Sinclair is principal of Sinclair Black. With over 30 years in the entertainment
industry, he is one of New Zealand’s most experienced entertainment law specialists.

Negotiation
Mick Sinclair shares some tips and tricks of the trade when it comes to getting around the table.
Given that a significant portion of many lawyers’ time is spent in some form
of negotiation – with other lawyers, judges, or in commercial meetings – it
has always surprised me that negotiation is seldom offered as a separate
paper in law schools. Aside from the occasional course in the burgeoning
area of continuing legal education, it is really experience in legal or industry
practice that provides lawyers with useful skills in the art of persuasion or
negotiation. Ultimately that results in a wide range of negotiating ability –
not only on the part of lawyers, but also evident in those with other professional or industry backgrounds.
So what can a lawyer working in the film/television industry add to the
general pool of knowledge in this area? What reflections on negotiating
style and strategy would be useful to members of the Techos’ Guild? What
bargaining strength does an individual have against a larger organisation?
I will try to address these issues in roughly the order they might occur in a
commercial negotiation.
• Preparation: it almost goes without saying that the better prepared you

are the closer you will get to meet your expectations. In the context of
crew members in line for production work that includes going rates for
services, background on the project and the producer, whether you have
significant opposition for the gig, and presentation of your services in the
best possible light. I’ve always found it useful to imagine what the other
side might want in approaching a negotiation. As Abraham Lincoln once
said “When I am getting ready to reason with a man, I spend one third of
my time thinking about myself and what I am going to say and two thirds
about him and what he is going to say”.
• Unequal bargaining power: the reality of most productions is that it is

the producer who has accessed the funds, chooses the crew, issues the
agreement, and will try to sidestep most awkward issues by referring to
the funder, the distributor, the insurer, the production schedule, the way it
has always been, etc. It can pay to question some of these calls, but best
to choose your battles – some of these matters have become industry
practice. Hopefully a standard crew contract will clarify such matters
further. After all, this is supposed to be a collaborative industry, right?
If the other side is taking some issues for granted because ‘it’s always been
done that way’, I challenge the tradition. It’s amazing how asking the other
side to explain the reasoning behind a standard clause can get you a more
favorable and definitely non-standard result.
Mark McCormack, On Negotiating
• Process: best business practice should involve a producer issuing a

draft crew contract in sufficient time for discussion and agreement prior
to commencement of services. It doesn’t always happen that way, and
some advantage might be gained by crew issuing a deal memo or similar
containing their essential deal points. Not only does this move assume
the initiative, it also provides a record if any disputes or issues arise down
the track, and even better if the other party doesn’t raise objections to
your terms.

•D
 efine what is in issue: although this is an obvious point, it can be easy

to loose track of what has been agreed and what hasn’t, especially if
there is a lot of detail involved or the goalposts keep changing. But simply
reminding the other party of what has been agreed can be a positive, and
constant review/focus of what is not agreed is a necessity.
Separating the issues has an advantage: it narrows down the remaining
issues in dispute. This blocks off obstructive ploys by parties who hold out
for concessions in one area favorable to them for agreement in other areas
favorable to others.
The Economist, Pocket Negotiator
•P
 utting the ball in the opponent’s court: apart from the skunk defence,

this is my favorite tactic when the going gets tough. It can buy time, gain
information, and provide a distraction. The phrase has stuck in my head
(along with a number of other sportsmanlike analogies) since receiving a
letter as a junior solicitor which simply read “The ball is in your court now.
Hit it.” Obviously, any relevant questions have the effect of switching the
focus onto the other party, but lateral questions can be useful too. I’m
often surprised at the eagerness displayed when people are asked for
advice, or in response to my own favorite “what do you want?”.
Those engaged in negotiation jujitsu use two key tools. The first is to use
questions instead of statements. Statements generate resistance, whereas
questions generate answers.
Fisher and Ury, Getting to Yes
• T he art of listening: I’ve often found negotiations in the media field start

off like the Harry Nilsson song Everybody’s Talkin’. It never bothers me
when someone else seeks the limelight at the commencement of discussions – often these people give away more information than they realise –
so long as you choose the right strategic moment to convey your point.
•S
 end lawyers, guns and money: if you do decide lawyers should be

involved in negotiations then it is important to judge the right moment
to do so. The appointment of lawyers tends to result in parties adopting
positions and often introduces an adversarial element. This is especially
the case with mid to large law firms, who in my experience have a vested
interest in not resolving issues quickly or amicably. It also introduces
difficulties in speaking directly to the other side.
I could go on about the antics of some lawyers I have had the misfortune
to encounter in contentious situations, but I will leave the last word in
negotiating with difficult people to a Ponsonby lawyer mate. He received
an unacceptable ultimatum from a law firm, and responded: “Get f…ked. A
strong letter will follow”.
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OVERHEADS
Contracts, bloody contracts!
Former president Albol gives his informed view on contracts and where they’re headed.
I recently broke two of my own basic rules when it comes to employment.
I worked six-day shooting weeks, and I signed a contract which included a
whole lot of stuff I couldn’t agree with, but I signed it anyway. Normally
I would carefully read a contract and make alterations or additions where
I felt it appropriate, and I’d talk it through with the producer. So why would
I sign a contract I couldn’t agree with? Well, in this recent case the job
was over and done, we’d agreed on my fee and the terms of engagement.
Some clauses in the contract, such as a seventh day pro rata, though
objectionable in principle were not relevant in practice, (ie: we didn’t
actually work any seventh day; well, not the shooting crew; well, not all the
shooting crew.)

legal department. A little incident like that makes me seriously question the
veracity of any contract.

So the contract seemed somewhat irrelevant given that it was signed by
both parties after the fact.

We can certainly question the veracity of any contract which arrives after
the job’s been completed, and even ones which turn up after the job has
begun. If you’ve started work on a job and there isn’t yet a written contract
then the deal is the verbal arrangement you and the producer have made,
even if it was just a phone conversation. If there isn’t a written contract and
no specific verbal agreement has been made then let the producer know
that Blue Book rules apply. If either party wishes to veer away from The
Blue Book then it needs to be discussed and agreed upon or it’s not part
of the deal. Alterations to standard practice should not be made after the
parties have begun their working relationship, any such alterations should
be agreed upon before hand.

I tend to question the real relevance of contracts anyway. I’ve been
engaged on many projects over the years which didn’t seem to require
any form of written contract, they were done on a handshake, or even on a
phone conversation.

I’m not just making this stuff about verbal contracts up you know – this is
basic contract law. Often broken, sure, but fully enforceable in law (if it can
be proven just what the verbal agreement was). To quote a classic line, “a
verbal contract is not worth the paper it’s written on”.

I fondly remember Jim Booth, producer on Heavenly Creatures. When I was
presented with a contract I asked what it was for and Jim explained that it
was necessary because of the international financial arrangements.

You are entitled to make alterations to a contract.

“So what do you actually need from me”, I asked, and after thinking about
it for a minute Jim said that he needed the rights to my work on the project.
So I wrote out a paragraph to say that I assigned the rights to my work on
the project to the producers or whosoever they may assign those rights to,
and Jim was happy with that.
Tell you what, I’ve more than once found straight-out contradictions in
contracts.
On The Piano there was some confusion as to whether the crew were
obliged to shoot one six-day week because it appeared in the contract,
but though one clause noted there could be a six-day shooting week at
any point during the shoot, another clause mentioned the six-day week
specifically in relation to the one week away from the Auckland district,
so the two clauses contradicted each other. I was a crew rep on that gig
and I suggested that since the contract couldn’t make up its mind it was
up to the crew to decide whether or not they’d work a six-day week. The
out-of-towners voted to work the sixth day since the overtime being offered
was quite generous, but the out-of-towners were outnumbered by the
Aucklanders on the crew and the Aucklanders wanted their weekend off,
so we didn’t work a sixth day.
And again, several years ago it was a contract for a job with a large Auckland production house, perhaps the most productive production house in
the country. On reading through the contract I noted two clauses which
completely contradicted each other. I can’t now remember exactly what the
issue was, I think it was to do with dismissal or terminating the contract,
but one paragraph said one thing and another effectively said the opposite.
I pointed this out to the line producer who took it upstairs to ask the legal
dept about it. The response the line producer got was, “Oh, someone’s
spotted that”. And this from a production house with its own in-house

A contract is an agreement between parties, an agreement.
Perhaps it’s easier for me as DOP to negotiate my own terms but we are
all entitled to do so. I know others who insist on modifying the contract
that’s presented to them, and not just HODs.
There’s another aspect of this contractual issue which concerns me, the
deals we’re sometimes offered on off-shore projects coming here. These
conditions are often suggested and promoted by our own line producers. There seems no obvious reason for variations away from the The Blue
Book to be offered to off-shore producers coming here when what they
really need to know is how we work here in Aotearoa so they can start with
that as a basis for planning their production. I know from having worked in
Australia that Oz line producers would not willingly undermine their own
crew conditions. Why is it that some of our Kiwi line producers feel it’s
ok to suggest working systems which don’t naturally fit with our ways of
working here in the Kiwi production biz? I suspect there’s producer ego
involved in pushing variations to our working conditions, or they’re simply
looking at feathering their own nest, but they are not helping to establish
good basic relationships between the visiting production personnel and
their Kiwi crew.
It still bewilders me why there is so much resistance to a standard industry
contract for either actors or crew. A standard contract would eliminate
much of the need for lawyer involvement and, as my experience with
dodgy contracts illustrates, lawyers aren’t always providing a useful service
(though it was handy to be able to run this article past a lawyer to make
sure it wasn’t too fanciful, or libelous). Surely a standard industry contract
(which the Techos’ Guild is working on) would simplify life for all of us. And
even if a particular production wants variations to the standard contract it
would be much simpler to deal with those variations because we wouldn’t
be dealing with a whole new document each and every time we start a job.
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WIDE ANGLE

roll on the third
generation…
Helen Bollinger – Helbol to more than one generation – writes with good
humour and insight on the joys and perils of bringing the family onto the film set.
Matt Murphy’s Pork Pie is a good example
among a number of recent productions where
three generations of inter-related families
worked together. There’s a phenomenon afoot
whereby grandchildren work alongside their
parents, grandparents and extended family on
NZ film and television productions. There are
too many families to mention here, but you
know who you are.
This inter-generational phenomenon breeds
questions like: why would we baby boomers
encourage our young to run off to join the
same kind of dodgy circus we did? And, what
are the continuities and differences between
what it means to work in the film industry
then and now? Do work roles still tend to be
gender-specific and, if so, why? Do women
filmmakers who raise children continue
making movies? Who creates the filmmaking
‘dynasties?’ The following observations are
based on my own experience and on conversations with film workers of all generations.
There was just a handful of freelance film
makers during the 1970s in NZ. The work was
often unpaid, self-motivated, experimental

and occurred as an extension of a bohemian
way of life. Or maybe it was the other way
round? Our work was not perceived to be
particularly relevant until independent films
were screened from the late 1970s.
When we baby boomers opted out of the
nine-to-five life-sentence and chose filmmaking’s intermittent employment with regular
and unpredictable periods of unemployment,
it was chronically bewildering for our own
parents who, having grown up during worldwide economic depression and war, had a
great desire for job security.
“When are you going to get a real job?” they
would ask wistfully.
As it turns out, what my generation of filmakers chose fifty-ish years ago has today become
the new normal, where job security exists for
very few people. We conditioned our children
and they their children with this notion of job
precariousness. Now, workers everywhere are
part of the new proletariat – ‘the precariat’.
Nature via Nurture? The traditional job of
the teenager is to challenge and rebel against
the values of the parents. For our children

perhaps it felt pointless to rebel against parents who were rebels themselves. Mind you, it
could have gone this way…
“Dammit mum and dad! Enough of this creativity and freedom. I’m off to join Gloriavale
and to train up as a bank manager!”
“If only…!” Do I hear you mutter? “Especially
the bank manager bit.”
Many of our 1980s teens just rebelled against
the next layer of compliance which happened
to be school which they left early to go straight
into film work. They talk about falling into
film work because it was easy, because they
knew what to do. They enjoyed the creative
collaboration, the travel, and felt they were in
good company.
Is nepotism a factor? Sure! It worked in 5000
BC and it works today. Family will work for
love if there’s no money. Are there any of us
who haven’t worked for free on the projects of
family and friends? Nepotism is not necessarily a bad thing in the film biz because of the
close working relationships on set – better the
devil you know…

Through the affectional community of the
crew, our peers keep a friendly eye on the
new kid on set. However, regardless of who
the new kid is related to, if she chooses to
watch the monitor when she should be rolling cables this could well be her last film job.
The paradox is that film work can be hard
on families. It would be interesting to run

Top: On the set of Uenuku and the Mist
Maiden, Waimarama 1973. From left: Helen
Bollinger (Solomon in tummy), sound; Liz
Earth (formerly Sanderson) costumes; Geoff
Murphy cuddling Linus, director; Alun Bollinger,
camera. Photographer unknown.
Above: third-gen film workers on the set of
Pork Pie. From left: Saiorse Murphy Twigg,
Bella and Jimmy Bollinger. Photo: Kristen Seth.
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there and because babysitters hadn’t been
invented.
Empirically the young ones came to observe and eventually take part in the creative
processes of shooting a movie. The children
absorbed set etiquette, multitasking and fluid
hierarchy as the cameraman and director built
the props and sets before shooting them. As
teenagers some of the Waimarama kids made
their own movies, back in the days of Bolex
and Nagra.

Above: three generations of Harrés who are
involved or have been involved in film. In
front from left: Rewa Harré (DOP), Te Aorangi
Harré (costume standby assist), Miro Harré
(production designer). In back from left: Dave
Harré (writer/director/producer), Manu Harré
(costume assistant), Solomon Harré (locations
assist), Emma Harré (costume standby), Elsie
Harré (actress). Photo by Oscar Harré.

the numbers to see if film workers had higher
divorce rates than other occupations given the
long hours of work, recreational temptations,
long absences from home, and dedication
to the work in hand to the exclusion of all
else. To illustrate: let us imagine this scenario
where Albol is glued to an eyepiece when the
news comes that I’ve been mortally wounded
by a low-flying wood pigeon… Al finishes the
shot, checks that the director is happy with
the take and that the gate is clear and then
says, “Oh shit! Poor Helbol. When’s the next
day off?”
Our children learned never to place anything
on a lens case. In the early days of Waimarama
our children were more or less brought up on
set; they were in the show because they were

NEW
688

The kids also observed their mothers simultaneously whipping up costumes whilst cooking
dinner for thirty, recording sound in a canoe
while breastfeeding twins and then production managing a feature film whilst giving
birth… Oh, perhaps I exaggerate a tad, but
you get the picture. The children observed
their parents working creatively, co-operatively in mainly traditional gender-roles. At this
time these roles were mostly defined by physical strength, availability, aptitude and fertility.
For example, although the women frequently
helped crash-start the Blerta Bus, only the
blokes operated the camera crane, mainly
because they weren’t pregnant and had not
learned how to sew – poor things. The women
constructed costumes because they’d learned
to sew at school and it was a job they could do
while keeping an eye on marauding toddlers,
sleeping baby and simmering casserole.
Gender-stereotypical roles – has anything
changed? Yes and no. Gone are the days
when an NFU female employee went by the
honorary title of ‘Bruce’ and was refused
location work on the grounds that she might
get pregnant. Although there are now more
females working around the camera, more
female directors, producers and ADs, today’s

12-INPUT FIELD PRODUCTION MIXER WITH 16-TRACK RECORDER
•UNSURE OF WHO WILL SPEAK NEXT CAPTURE AUDIO WITH EITHER MIXASSIST™
OR DUGAN SPEECH SYSTEM™
•NEVER WAIT ON SOUND WITH QUICKBOOT
•ONE MIXER/RECORDER FOR DOCOS TO DRAMA
OPTIONS: CL-12 LINEAR FADER CONTROLLER FOR FINGERTIP MIXING
SL-6 SUPERSLOT HOLDS AND CONTROLS UP TO 6 WIRELESS RECEIVERS

For the complete Sound Devices range...and in depth sound advice
talk to the team at Sound Techniques
we listen and give sound advice
Unit 3, Ambury Court, 1 Porters Ave, Eden Tce, Auckland Ph (09) 366 1750 www.soundtq.co.nz
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work roles mainly continue along traditional
gender lines. Costume, casting and hair/makeup departments are still female dominated.
A number of local initiatives aimed at creatively empowering women filmmakers may
help dislodge the sorry but persistent tatters of
institutionalised sexism.
With practise, Kiwi filmmakers have gotten
pretty darned good at visual storytelling, and
levels of skill and professionalism are worldclass. The roaring success of a number of NZ
films has contributed to a change in public
perception whereby the 6,600 of us who attempt to earn a living from making television
and movies in NZ are now valued for our
contributions to the culture and to the bank
balance of the nation.
Nevertheless, many aspects of film-work culture remain unchanged fifty years down the
track. These include job precariousness, long
hours, no real rise in pay rates, and the many
requests to work for free.
On the other hand, much has changed.
We 1970s filmos are no longer young and
lurch closer to our three-score-years-and-ten
allotment. My generation did its apprenticeship with film and analogue technology but
have now (with some kicking and screaming)
embraced digital media. This is pretty good
going for those who grew up with bakelite
party-line telephones stuck to the wall and
no TV. Now we have prehensile children and
grandchildren to help us. We can even attend
seminars run by clever young filmmakers like
the Candlewasters on how to produce web
series.
So, roll on the second and third generations!
We need you as much as you need us.

These thoughts are an extract from ideas
I’d like to explore for my Master of Arts
thesis via Otago University. If you are
interested in contributing to this research,
whether or not you are part of one of the
flowering ‘film dynasties’, please be in
touch. Your conversation would be appreciated and your anonymity would be
preserved, if desired.
Helen Bollinger
14 Franklyn Street
Blacks Point, Reefton 7830
phone 03 7328 123; mobile 0220442467
email helbol@kinect.co.nz

Above: On the set of Pot Luck webseries,
Wellington. From left: Robin Murphy, producer;
Pat Robins, script supervisor; Charley Samau,
unit manager. Photo: Tracey Sexton.
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Remembering Kevin Armstrong
Kevin Armstrong was a much-loved member of the Wellington and New Zealand industries. We lost him far too soon.
Sally Cunningham pays tribute to one of the nicest guys in film.
How do you sum up a person so many of us knew and loved in a few
hundred words? How do you do justice to a person who brought so
much fun and laughter to everything that he did? I know Kevin would
have appreciated the gesture more than what was actually written, so
here goes.
Kevin loved film. He loved it so much that he left a successful career as
an award-winning photographer in Auckland, specialising in wedding
photography, in his late 30s to pursue his dream of making film. He sold
his business, uprooted from Auckland to Wellington and risked everything to start a new career from scratch, studying at The New Zealand
Film and Television School in crew 4.
Kevin was a born organiser, so naturally he fell easily into two departments, working in production and as an assistant director. He was such
a people person. He could talk to anyone to sort out a problem, give
encouragement or advice or just be available for a wee on set gossip. If
you didn’t know what you were doing you’d soon find Kevin giving you
a job to do. I think for Kevin, being an AD was what he loved the best,
being right in the thick of it, talking to people, organising, making people
smile with a cheeky quip here and there. He was always someone you
enjoyed working with.
I met Kevin in the production office on Paradise Café, a Gibson Group
kids’ TV series. On this job I remember Kevin as the person with the
tidiest desk (everything at right angles). I learnt that, according to Kevin,
the optimum amount of brewing time for plunger coffee was five minutes,
which he timed out before anyone was allowed any. I also learnt that
you should always give back Kevin’s favourite pen, otherwise he’d
moan about it until someone found it or sheepishly gave it back. A trait I
seemed to have picked up myself. To this day that job is one of the best
I’ve done, mostly because of the friends I made, Kevin being one of them.
So many of us have worked with Kevin over the years on films, TV series,
commercials and various other gigs. I’m sure all of you will agree that
he was one of those people that you were happy to see on the crew list
because he always brought a positive attitude to the job.

In recent years Kevin’s life has been packed with activity – both ups
and downs. His working life came full circle when he took the job as
coordinator at The New Zealand Film and Television School, now run
by Whitireia NZ. Here he was able to impart his knowledge and skills to
hundreds of students, being the ear they came to for support and advice
on a daily basis.
He also met the love of his life, Shailesh. I had never seen Kevin so
happy. Shailesh proposed to Kevin by organising to have a message put
up after the end credits of a movie they went to see on a weekend away,
fitting for a man who loved film and Shailesh so much. They married in
2014.
Near the end of 2014 Kevin was diagnosed with cancer. After some
gruelling months of surgeries and treatment he went into remission. Later
in 2015 Kevin and Shailesh started plans to build their own house for
their future together. Two weeks before Kevin passed they were finally
able to move in. Inside you can see Kevin’s influence everywhere, from
the minimalist stylish layout to the massive TV in the ‘entertainment’ area
of the living room, because if there was one thing Kevin was a complete
snob about it was the quality of one’s viewing experience.
A few days after they moved in they found out Kevin’s cancer was back
and this time it was unbeatable.
I’m sure Kevin would like me to thank everyone for their messages of
love and support for him and Shailesh during his final days. Although he
couldn’t respond to you all he took a great deal of comfort in knowing his film family were thinking of him. In true Kevin style he was more
concerned about Shailesh being looked after once he had passed than
anything else that was happening to him.
We’ll miss you Kevin, on those early mornings on set before crew call,
while setting up a production office in pre-production, when we’re loitering around the unit truck waiting for our coffee and shooting the breeze,
when we see a beautiful film and want to discuss it with you, when we’re
letting loose at wrap parties and when it’s time for a catch up and you’re
not there.
Rest well my friend.
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Michael David Hardcastle, 1952-2016
“It will come as no surprise that I’ve been pretty ambivalent about the
21st century since it began.”
A line in a recent email from Mike Hardcastle. Wryly expressing his despair at the stupidity and greed that is making this planet uninhabitable.
Alongside the professionalism, courtesy, generosity and quiet stoicism,
the utter reliability that anyone who worked with Mike will recognise,
there was this obdurate passion, this anger, the other side of his love for
the sea, his love for the stories of people that he saw through his camera, and that as editorial alchemist he painstakingly sifted and assayed,
and found the authentic metal to be made into films. I think he loved
documentary above all because it began with discovery and through it, in
it, he hoped he could find truth.
I met Mike in 1975 when I was at Downstage and he was at Pacific,
and got to know him better on Middle Age Spread. But I didn’t really get
close to him till the last seven years. He was a paradoxical figure, funny,
kind, warm, a rare friend, but also beset for long periods by grim and
overwhelming pessimism. There was something of The Old Testament
about him. You could imagine him stalking through a desert wilderness,
bearing his granite prophecies, his intransigent manifestos, his apocalypses of revelation and cataclysm. He’d been devout in his youth, and
had rejected it. Singularity of belief still marked how he thought, even if

Dearest Mike,
The tears are jumping on me at the strangest times… I know you’d
think that all rather unnecessary under the circumstances and then you
would’ve said something slightly spiritual but still self-effacing, yet very
humorous.
I’m driving across the Auckland Harbour Bridge… tears, remembering
that shot you told me about showing all the cars. Stacked up and floating… toxic drain on precious resources. I drive past a marae and feel
your devotion to kaitiakitanga… more tears.
Yesterday on a documentary shoot filming an economist about the
human dilemma of wealth and inequality, moral issues and broken
political agenda… the tears drip onto the viewfinder as I remember
a conversation you and I had predicting these times and the demise
of humanity – would’ve been around 1991– in a time before the term

he had long abandoned the theology. (Remember how his complicated
friend, that reprobate apostate Barry Barclay, never gave up arguing
like a Jesuit?) For Mike, unflinching rectitude could be a strength and a
burden, like his uncomfortable scorn for small talk, and his reactionary
commitment to baked beans on toast.
He raged at the dying of the planet, but not at his own dying. He did
dislike the indignities his failing body and medical palliation inflicted.
In the conversations we had about what was happening to him he
expressed a calm acceptance he hadn’t expected. Toward the end he
whispered, smiling, wry: this too will pass. He’d already held a frail boat
steady through a long and violent storm, the only one standing.
Seven years ago Mike, Waka Attewell and I had a go at putting together
a film about death and madness and art and other ordinary things. The
film didn’t happen, which didn’t really matter because other ordinary
things did. Hundreds of three-way emails. Mike dreamt of growing his
own spuds and tobacco in a town where a river meets the sea.
There wasn’t time. And now he’s gone.
For a man who could be such a grim old git he left a broad wake of love
behind him.
Stephen McCurdy

global warming had made itself into the political arena of denial and
stupidity… Mike you saw it coming. You knew already where the banking
system was taking us as they foreclosed on the oyster farm… it was you
who told me that banking trick of forced-over capitalisation and debt collection. Yet, despite all that disappointment and grief you found yourself
again, and a true love in Anne; then telling the inner truth with your film
and documentary work that never failed to inspire… picking yourself up
and never compromised your beliefs.
I’d admired you even more.
Thank you for that love that only a true friend can share. You can only
have one friend like that and that was you Mike.
But mostly thank you for showing me how to be a better person… I will
miss you immensely.
Waka Attewell
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It’s how you define yourself that matters.
Yesterday I went to the funeral of Mike Hardcastle. He was an extremely
talented filmmaker and editor. I first worked with him when he volunteered be part of the team making short film clips to denounce the
Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement and I instantly wished I had met
him earlier in my life.

To some we are a father or a mother, a friend, a business colleague, a
next-door neighbour. Others define us by such things the place we live,
the job we do, our education, the money we earn, even the clothes we
wear or the way we adorn our bodies with tattoos and piercings – or not.
In life we take on many roles. Some we create, some are thrust upon us.
How well we perform them, is again, for others to assess.

I liked him because he was an honest man – by which I mean a man who
knew himself, spoke his mind; a man who was not driven by money but
by other demons: what we are doing to the planet, what we are doing to
each other through the neoliberal agenda.

In the end, however, it is how we define ourselves that matters. For if you
are not honest with yourself you cannot be honest with others.

He was also a pragmatist. When diagnosed with stage-four cancer he
dealt with it in a matter-of-fact way. It was just part of life. “All things die
eventually” he said.

I shall miss him.

As I listened to those who knew Mike talk about how he had touched
their lives, I was reminded how we are defined in so many different ways
by others.

Michael Hardcastle, what the hell are you doing lying in bed all day, full
of morphine?

In these devious times it is always a joy when you meet an honest
person. Mike was one of those. An honest man.
PS: You can watch some of Mike’s work on NZ OnScreen. His awardwinning documentary When A Warrior Dies is an exceptional film which
is well worth a watch. You can find it on their website.
Bryan Bruce

what you were doing.

It just doesn’t seem right that the most supportive bloke I’ve known in
this tough screen production caper should be in such a state.

Seeing the results in rushes/dailies, on the rare occasion that there
was a slight variation from what I had in mind, the variation was always
slightly better.

We’re all headed along the same path of course – you just got there first
– but I wish it weren’t so.

But... my strongest memory is of your quiet unfailing support through the
worst organised production I’ve ever seen.

It’s many years since you were at Pacific, in the days when we were all
naive and enthusiastic, when grand visions just might, maybe, turn into
something real, and everything seemed to be happening for the very
first time.

A decade or so later, no longer based in NZ, but visiting, I called in on
you (and Anne, Kate and Tom) at Kerikeri, where you practically demanded that I take your car for a day, to whip round to Russell and see a
tall ship and some shipmates from a filmed adventure.

I don’t think you ever lost that feeling. All you did lose was naivety and
inexperience, to be replaced by expertise and down-to-earth practicality.

You’ve probably taken that good-natured thing too far. I’m trying to
think of an occasion when you’ve been a pain, but can’t come up with
anything at all.

By the time we worked together on a biggish shoot, your skill level was
very high indeed.
When checking that I was placing something in the right part of the
frame for appropriate emphasis, a glance at you was all it took, and few
words, if any, were required.
Although (apparently) I’m regarded as a persnickety bastard with an
overly precise idea of how a scene should be framed and shot, with you
behind the camera the idea of walking over to look down the viewfinder
just seemed a waste of time. You knew what I was doing, and I knew

Professionally, your low-key approach has kept you out of the public eye
(and the associated baloney), but amongst those in the business you
are, of course, held in the highest regard.
It’s my good fortune to have worked with you, and even greater good
fortune to have known you.
Shelly also recalls you fondly (along with the red Jacques-Cousteau
beanie).
Derek Morton
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IN FOCUS
Gripping stories
Waka Attewell talks with grip and gentleman Dennis Thompson about a life on – and off – the set.
The conversation would’ve gone something like this – “so we want to start
inside the house and track and pan around all the actors and then crane
out into the front yard to the wide shot…” the quick answer would’ve gone
something like…
…that’s easy, we’ll just rip the whole end of the house out and rebuild it so
it flaps like a cat door… oh and that’s after we’ve keyed the crane into the
floor so the Elemack dolly, on rubber wheels, can smoothly track onto it…
with the operator and the focus puller… you know, we’ll fly the whole end
of the house…
Dennis Thompson still reckons this was the highlight of more than a 40year career… the end shot of 1984 movie Constance.
He goes on to explain how they replaced most of the floors and cut
trapdoors through the foundations where we want low angles “…and the
best part of it…” His face lights up. “And we had the budget to do it… the
production purchased the house for the movie eh”.
In a time before the off-the-shelf gadget item came the era of ‘let’s make
it’ – three days to rig a single shot for the end of the movie.
No worries.
Everyone on the crew owned the shot and everyone pitched in.
A time when the whole crew came to rushes, Dennis laments. In searching
for the photo of that rig I have uncovered the fact that it seems that every
working grip in NZ was there that night, that’s how we did it… still do.
The other day I met up with a newly retired Dennis Thompson in a café in
Mangawhai, I discovered a few unlikely beats to a very busy and interesting
life. He gave me the potted history, and I was all impressed once again.
The first time I was really impressed with Dennis was when in the throes of
a job that was not going that great he not so much supplied the grip equipment but entrepreneured it.
Beautifully appointed and managed would be a fair observation… besides
encoding the Pegasus crane for purposes to do with CGI I then asked him
to build a switch for the Tyler aerial mount, it arrived a few days later… it
had been thought through, it was mounted on a footplate and it fitted first

go… perfect. I was treated like the client and he was there only for me and
my wants and needs… yeah, yeah we’re talking grip stuff here.
In the 70s after answering an ad in the newspaper he ended up operating
a camera high above a race track when, during an electrical storm at Avondale race course, the whole metal tower is alive with the static. Dangerous and exciting stuff got his attention and he was hooked on the bigger
possibilities. He’d heard about this movie called Sleeping Dogs and a bloke
called Roger Donaldson (Aardvark films) who suggested some overseas
experience would be much sought after as NZ was about to invent itself
as a filmmaking country. On the strength of that suggestion Dennis ended
up in Melbourne at a Polytech-type institution (Swinburne Educational
Institute) wanting to study – he hoped – the production of music clips but
was told there’d be no future in that… he looks at me and rolls his eyes
saying – yeah they obviously knew what was up eh?
Not.
He was encouraged by a series of someone knowing someone else which
led him to film school in the back of nowhere – Thunder Bay on the Great
Lake Superior in Canada. Yep, that’s what real ambition looks like, and
always the one to non-conform he combined with another film student to
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make an 18-minute film instead of two 9-minutes… the school reluctantly
agreed. Their tutors were the master craftsmen of the Canadian industry
and then one of them, a working DOP, recognised the passion and commitment to the biz in a young and eager Dennis. This DOP needed a grip/
gaffer in Toronto to help shoot some drama. Next thing Dennis is hard wiring into the power grid in an apartment building and gripping in the serious
realm, leaving him shattered and in tears at the end of the first day as the
work was so hard and stressful… yet he was hooked. Then, in the same
breath, Dennis tells me he’d always considered himself having a wonderful
series of lucky breaks in the film business. Lucky? Nah mate. He made his
own luck.
It became obvious really early on, in Dennis’s words, when he saw the
business as ‘work’ instead of the ‘glamour’ that destroys most who dare
to jump on the band wagon. A wee bit later, still in Canada, a ballet movie
showed him the details of the discipline that would see his career and life
choice take off and then arrive back in NZ during the height of the taxbreak years (circa 1982). A jobbing grip through the boom of the 80’s.
Teaming up with freelance grip Terry Fraser and a lease on a Chapman
Dolly saw the arrival of the first incarnation of ‘Dolly Shop’ in 1992… and
then the ebb and flow of the business. Who said it was going to be easy…
we always judge those that can dig deep when the chips are down and
industry hit one of those slumps. You know if it was easy everyone would
be doing it.
But when the rough and tumble loses its upside (freedom and freelance
does come at a cost), when you’ve invested your whole life into a passion
and made it work and then you wake up one morning and the glow is
somewhat tarnished on the truck grill and the bills are mounting up… it
takes a special guy to chuck it all in and retrain as a school teacher… and
that’s exactly what Dennis did. Brilliant. We have a word for this moment in
life… middle-life-crisis? – nah mate none of that navel gazing crap. Dennis
saw it as giving back… and he gave it a bloody good swerve.

It was the emotion and Dennis‘s soft side that was the undoing of the
teacher… I mean, as Dennis said, you can’t have the teacher misting up
and crying around a bunch of five year olds as they achieve the impossible
eh… they ran rings around me and my emotion got the better of me… so
he went back to gripping.
But this time he had an idea that would see the other grips in town as his
first customer and Dennis would supply gadgets and equipment to them…
the Dolly Shop became a great success doing just that.
The NZ film and TV business is now old enough to think of itself as a series
of eras. Dennis speaks fondly of the tax-break era… that moment that set
up a lot of what we see the echo of today, people had the confidence to
fill a truck up with grip and lighting equipment knowing that the next movie
was around the corner… if not a movie maybe a big-budget car commercial that might see you 30 days in the South Island.
Tyler Aerial mounts, power pod, provide the service to the service industry… brilliant. The Auckland industry was now seriously competing with
Jackson’s Wellington Empire. Xena was the life blood of the business and
a saviour.
Retirement is already a trip to Vietnam and meeting up with a daughter in
Singapore; a five-acre block in Mangawhai. The next phase bodes well eh?
Dennis the good guy, everyone remembers the tall redhead guy… they call
him a gentleman… this is something to be proud of and something special
to take into retirement… isn’t it?
…being in business, remaining in business, thinking of the new thing…
that intangible whatever to remain viable in a world of too much work and
then not enough… and remaining one of the good guys… now that’s what
you call a success and a life.
Dennis Thompson… a gentleman in retirement.
Thanks Dennis.

Diane, Dennis’s wife joined us at the coffee shop, she smiled and said ‘I
knew he wasn’t up to it… not what you think.’

VISIT
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INTERNATIONAL
The UK scene
Dot Kyle is a long-time Guild member who made the move to the UK a few years back. She writes to us
with news of a film industry experiencing a boom.
So why did I make the move to the UK? As many of you will remember
in 2013, the NZ film industry suffered a major downturn. With little work
on the horizon I made the life-changing decision to move to the UK, so in
January 2014 I arrived in London.
Arriving in London I was mentally prepared to effectively start my career
all over again as I had no credits in the UK. What I did have however were
some international feature film credits and connections from the TVC world
which proved to be more valuable than I realised. Additionally my involvement with the NZ Film and Video Technicians’ Guild also held me in good
stead in getting accepted into The Production Guild of Great Britain.
For the most, the approach to getting work was to knock on production house and producers’ doors, which I did my fair share of. Unlike the
industry at home, which is mainly owner operator, in the UK most productions are serviced by camera and lighting houses who either operate on a
delivery/collection service or hire in a facilities company to look after your
tech vehicles, etc. With this in mind I decided to go and meet some of the
biggest equipment suppliers in the UK like Arri, Panavision and Panalux.
From this I got a real gauge of how massive the UK film industry was and
an insight into what was going on in the industry.
A few weeks later my efforts paid off and I got my first job on a TVC. I was
fortunate to have connected with an ex-production manager, Andy Eaton
from Curious Films who now produces in the UK. Andy loaded me up with
all the information I needed to know about working in the TVC sector in
London. From this first job I was lucky enough to be asked to production
manage my first feature film Set the Thames on Fire. At the time I wasn’t the
only Kiwi looking for a foot in the door, and as production manager was
able to help crew the camera department with some fellow Kiwis: focus
puller Phil Smith, 2nd AC Kim Thomas and camera trainee Kupa Warner. It
was great to share this unfamiliar ground with familiar faces. The film had
a budget of £250k, which by UK standards is not high, so to keep costs
down I did things the Kiwi way and hired a van taking responsibility to drive
the towable gene (which was a rather interesting in central London), took
on craft services and charged the camera batteries at the end of each
night. Something the English crew thought was rather mad.

Morocco is a beautiful country filled with a rich culture but it’s a developing
country and despite having many large-budget films shoot there, there’s
little infrastructure to support the industry. The job was challenging, crewing from all over the world, flying in equipment from the UK and Europe in
conditions that were extreme with nothing but desert and temps over 40
degrees celsius during the day. The town had a small airport with restricted
flights. Marrakesh was our main connection point. If we were unable to
co-ordinate with flights it was a nail-biting drive to Marrakesh over the Atlas
Mountains so it wasn’t always smooth sailing. Despite all these challenges
I relished the experience and was privileged to work with Producer Guy
Louthan who I rate as one of the best I’ve had the pleasure of working with
thus far.
Again, being in production I was able to put forward fellow expat Richard
Simkins who had arrived in London at the same time as me. Richie was
stepping up in camera and he managed to secure the role as focus puller
on 2nd Unit. It was great to see Richie do so well and I felt a little motherly
pride hearing how good he was on set.

Tut was gruelling with 12-hour days for camera in every weather extreme
possible. On some days we had to deal with upwards of 800 extras in
seething temperatures.

Set the Thames on Fire was the job that helped give me that much-needed
UK profile to secure my next lucky break as production manager for a kids
TV show called Millie Inbetween up in Glasgow. Once again I was treading
unfamiliar ground as this was my first full studio shoot. We were shooting
up to 14 pages a day which at the time I didn’t even think was possible.
Working in Scotland was great and gave me another perspective of production. You never know where the next job is going to be and as the job
came to an end I got a call asking me to production coordinate for a US
mini-series called Tut in Morocco.

After Tut it was back to London working on The Autopsy of Jane Doe
then Night of The Lotus. I was then I received a random call from SFX
supervisor Andy Williams to be his SFX coordinator on Assassins Creed.
Although it took me a little off course, it was the only offer on the table at
time and a decision I am glad I took.

For me, Tut couldn’t have come at a better time as sadly my personal life
was slowly unravelling. I had sacrificed a great deal to come to the UK and
the plans and goals that I had for my family had all but ceased with the
breakdown of my marriage, so my career and working was ultimately my
saving grace.

We spent the first four months working in Malta and then back to London
to the Pinewood Studios. The budget for my department alone exceeded
that of some films I’ve worked on. It was refreshing to be putting my energy
into just one department on a large studio-scale level. Andy and some of
the team had worked on the infamous Vertical Limit so there was quite an

The end result was something I am proud to have been a part of and Tut is
the production I feel I really cut my teeth on.
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Opposite: Dot covers up in the Moroccan heat.
Above left: Working on set, Tut, Morocco.
Above right: Dot and fellow Kiwi Richard Simpkins (focus puller), Tut.
Below right: With Phil Smith (1st AC), Guerrilla.

exchange of stories but all ultimately relaying how amazing NZ is and what
a great bunch of crew. Obviously it made me proud.
I wrapped on Assassins Creed at the start of 2016 and what has followed
have been opportunities that I only dreamed of and each offering a massive
learning experiences along the way.
Recently I finished production managing the UK portion of The Hitman’s
Bodyguard directed by Australian Patrick Hughes. It was during this shoot
I was approached by APA (Agency for the Performing Arts) who also represent another few Kiwis, Bob Buck and Neil Cervin. I’d never thought of
having an agent before but it’s certainly been a great experience so far and
the support and encouragement I get from them is pretty amazing.
Currently I’m production managing a TV series called Guerrilla which is
centred around the civil rights movement in the UK. Guerrilla is written and
directed by John Ridley (12 Years a Slave) and once again I find myself
working with Kiwi crew, Phil Smith (1st AC), Julia Green (focus puller)
and Graham Smout (2nd AC). The hours are tough but fulfilling and it’s a
production I feel proud to be a part of.
Beside all the wonderful travels and productions I’ve been lucky to have
been a part of, there are massive differences here in the industry. I have
found it has been easier to grow here than at home. The UK offers a lot
of training and bespoke courses all tailored to the industry. You can do
everything from Movie Magic courses to production manager/coordinator/
running, location managing, accounting, training to keep yourself skilled
and up to date. Having been fortunate to have been so busy I still need to
find time to take advantage of these but it’s great to know they are there.
I’m very grateful to the Production Guild of Great Britain who’ve been very
supportive. As have all the suppliers and crews I’ve met along the way.

Having now settled into the industry in the UK it’s great to get random
emails from Kiwi crew who have come over to work and need a little advice. Where possible I do my best to get them a job or at least point them
in the right direction. It is quite daunting when you have no one to really
help you as I experienced so I’m more than happy to share what I’ve learnt.
But better yet, I get a kick out of Kiwi crew succeeding over here.
My goals for the foreseeable future are to finish Guerrilla and take a muchneeded break to work on a few personal projects. I would however, much
prefer to be working in NZ, but for now need to take advantage of the
opportunities afforded to me here in the UK. I miss all of the Kiwi crew, the
people whom I’ve learned so much from and grown with. My ultimate goal
is to produce and in 10 years I’d like to think I’ll be producing large-budget
films which I can bring back home.
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REGIONAL WRAP
Take one – Auckland

But, the news from home I get is that apart from a few TVC’s, Wellington is
still waiting for one of various next boots to drop.

Spring is just around the corner and we’ve certainly noticed an upturn in
long-form bookings coming in for freelance film crew around the Auckland
region. It’s pretty cool to be able to say with great confidence that we anticipate this summer season is going to see yet another shortage of crew
as most will be working on dramas and features around town, all the while
upskilling and putting some much-needed cashflow back in the bank again!

Miramar is bubbling with something big, but until the rumours firm up, only
a fool would speculate what and when it might be.

It’s not, of course, all smooth sailing because even though it’s great that
crew are working and productions are coming, we are still experiencing a
bottleneck of studio availability and locations in The North. At the moment
everyone seems to be playing nicely, and dates for long-term projects are
slipping in behind each other but it does magnify the serious needs we
are facing, and it is quite obvious that the Auckland film industry needs the
support of local Council and Government to at least point us in the right
direction towards addressing this issue.
As a country we are still producing world-standard television and feature
film work, and it’s been wonderful to see our crew travel all around the
world this year working with some huge names, and very experienced
teams, bringing home new skills and experience to our shores. We’re
looking forward to seeing crew working on another season of Ash vs Evil
Dead, Shannara, Power Rangers, Filthy Rich and possibly another season of
800 Words, not to mention the large production Meg that will be continuing work into the summer. In the meantime, we can’t stress enough how
important it is to keep looking out for the young enthusiastic crew that are
wanting to work with you, or learn from you. Keep them under your wing
and teach them well, as we’re going to need them when things get super
busy!
Sioux Macdonald, Guild vice president and executive committee member

Take two – Wellington
It’s quiet... too quiet.
I’ve been out of town for a few months, having a mid-life break-down visit
to New York City – which has been a hell of a lot of fun. And I’m very happy
to report that I’m coming home in a few days and there’s a decent-sized
production coming with me.

Meanwhile, the flights up to Auckland are fair rattling with all the make up
kits and scaff spanners the passengers are carrying.
It’s great that Auckland is having a TV boom, but – we’ve said it before and
we’ll say it again – if they need studio space, we have that...
On a happier note, spring is in the air, the winter is lifting and that usually
brings a bit of good news out of the undergrowth.
Hang in there guys..
Graeme Tuckett, Wellington branch member

Take three – Queenstown
What a difference three months make. In my last update it was doom and
gloom and the question on everyone’s lips: “What happened to the TVC
industry?”

Three months later things are quite busy and the issue is how to deal with
facilitating and delivering on the latest rush of jobs.
In addition to TVC’s ramping up, we recently had Top of the Lake 2, as well
as an offshore TV drama shoot here and the Kiwi feature film Stray shooting here at the moment. The trend of TVC shoots getting smaller seems
real, but then again, we had a massive UK shoot recently with crew saying
it’s just like the good-old days (however short-lived). You certainly can’t
pigeon-hole this industry.
Being a film commissioner presents many challenges. How do you comply
with new regulations while enabling activity in a way that allows us to stay
competitive? Whether it is time, money or both, new regulations generally
come at a cost.
The change in Workplace Health and Safety regulations has been a major
disrupter. The Regional Film Offices of New Zealand (RFONZ) are taking
a collective approach in how to facilitate permits while ensuring the council or permitting body is complying.
To create a consistent approach throughout NZ, we are also collaborating on drone regulations, DoC, LINZ, LINZ Pastoral, Transit NZ, etc. We
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continually try to streamline processes but it is a complex web. The reality
is that if we can’t access our locations we lose our main competitive
advantage resulting in lost job opportunities.
Pressure ramps up on everyone when trying to facilitate productions
with inadequate lead-in times. We’re all aware that for many jobs prep
time is very short and seemingly getting shorter. This is likely caused by
diminishing budgets from traditional markets, or productions from emerging markets that are not experienced shooting in NZ and may not hire key
members of the production crew. The result of this is often permit
applications coming in at the last minute, or substantial changes to a
permit, often the day before the proposed shoot. The goal of a film office
is to keep the industry flowing but it’s not as simple as just saying yes, we
have to liaise internally with various departments to get sign off.
There would be no Film Office without a film industry. Therefore we
(all of us) are mutually motivated to make things as client-focused and
user-friendly as possible. We should also be motivated to ensure that
each time we leave a location we will be welcomed back for the next
shoot. Your next job may depend on it.
Kevin Jennings, Queenstown branch member

WHAT DOES A PRODUCTION REQUIRE ON YOUR INVOICE?
AS AN INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR

AS A COMPANY

• Your name, postal address and contact number
• Your IRD/GST number
• Date
• Tax invoice number
• The job name (and number if it is a commercial)
• Clear description of goods or services provided.
Detail how many days or hours, including dates, and noting start
and wrap times. Overtime should be detailed separately
• The amount charged per day or hour for services
• Any agreed additional charges such as vehicle/art/makeup kits etc.
• Total amount exclusive of GST
• Withholding tax deduction (on labour only).
This will be either 20 or 25%
• Amount of GST on GST-exclusive figures
• Total (minus withholding tax and inclusive of GST)
• Your bank account number
• If this is your first time working for a production company in
a financial year, you will need to supply an IR330 with the
first invoice
• Do not include receipts you wish to be reimbursed for
in your main invoice

• Clearly state ‘Tax Invoice’
• Your tax number
• Date
• The job name (and number if it is a commercial)
• Tax invoice number
• The name and postal address of your company and contact
number
• The name and address of the company you are invoicing
• If you have been provided with a purchase order, include this
• Clear description of the goods and services supplied. Ideally
the more itemised the better.
• Dates of goods and services supplied
• Total excusive GST
• Amount of GST
• Total including GST
• Your bank account number
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NEWBIE PROFILE
PROFILE: Holly Smith
Welcoming art department person and general good sort Holly Smith
to life on and off the film set. She’s NZTECHO’s newbie this issue.
What have you done in your working life before you started in film?

I took a leap of faith and joined film school during my last year of
school. I have to say, it was the best decision of my life. I haven’t had
much other working experience other than my work at the Wellington
SPCA. Once I graduated film school I found myself working on sets,
filling my spare days with work at the SPCA.

The thought of an office job terrifies me and, as dorky as it sounds, I
love being part of a crew. It’s a rewarding experience no other industry
could satisfy. One of the biggest reasons I pursued a career in film was
to pass on the joy, information and pure thrill my favourite films gave
to me. This career is no accident! I have sacrificed a lot to pursue film,
and I have never been happier.
You must still like it, because you have joined the Guild. What is it
about the film that’s keeping you here?

The teamwork and family-like feeling you get from a film crew. I love the
payoff after pre-production, the thrill of production and getting to then
watch your work with other people.
I am extremely serious about following a career in film.
What are you hoping to get out of your Guild membership? And, what
would you like to contribute and put back in?

I joined the Guild in the hope I would be more involved in film events,
with personnel and upcoming projects. It is hard to say what I can contribute at this point, I am super eager to contribute as much as I can.
What’s been your best day on a film set? And what has been your
worst?

Oh gosh, my worst day would have to be when I fainted on set
because of the heat and smoke once, and the director fired me for
wasting time getting the medic on set! He later re-hired me (thank
god!) and explained he was just stressed. However, it has spooked me

CREW

ever since! I now drink jugs of water before going onto any set so I’m
always hydrated!
My best day on set would be earlier this year when I was working on a
short film. The day was scheduled to be the most intense, as there was a
huge art set up which had to be done in under an hour. I barely had any
sleep the night before as there was lots to overthink and plan. We got let
into the house and I was introduced to the owners to talk over damage
insurance. The house was a stunning vintage mansion and the walls
were covered with fresh paint! I was so scared I was going to rip the
walls or scratch something… However, my job had been to re-design
and set up the hero’s house. I completely re-furnished all the rooms
and the director was ecstatic with the result. After finishing everything
that night, we had packed down the house and as I was leaving I got
stopped by the owners who asked me to come back for tea the next day.
When I did, they told me how impressed they were with the sets and the
transformation of the house that they showed their friends and family and
had decided to offer me a job to redesign their whole house! This has to
be the best experience so far.
What do you think the NZ film industry can do better? What do we
already do very well?

I would love to see more women in HOD roles! There is definitely a
gender issue, but like every other industry, I believe we are slowly
progressing to a more equal future. However, the likes of guilds such
as Techos and WIFT are a huge help to this issue and I am proud to be
part of this process.

Experienced and highly regarded
DoPs, camera operators and sound
recordists specialisting in broadcast and
commerical production.
Documentaries

TV Series

Corporate

Commercials

Give us a call for quotes or enquiries
Auckland 09 373 4330 Wellington 04 499 9225

rocketrentals.com

What attracted you to the film industry? Or did you just find yourself
doing it by accident?!
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NEW MEMBERS
Join us in giving the following new members a hearty welcome!

Auckland

Wellington

Duncan Milne, on set nurse
Sam Fordham, lighting
Stacey Murdoch, production manager
Caleb Staines, camera
Steve McQuillan, stunts
Johnny Egdell, location manager

Cale Hetariki, production manager
Martin Jago , SPFX
David Goldthorpe, location manager
Hollly Smith, art department
Jared Connor, production manager

Like us on Facebook: facebook.com/NZFVTG

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE BOARD
President
Richard Bluck 021 449 124
Vice president
Sioux Macdonald 021 969 609
Treasurer
Nick Treacy 021 280 8950
Auckland chair
Brendon Durey 021 866 977
Wellington chair
Richard Bluck 021 449 124
Queenstown chair
John Allan 0274 301 604
For full committee listing and contact
details please email: info@nztecho.com

TECHOS’ GUILD OFFICE
Karla Rodgers, executive officer
Jane Scott, accounts officer
Tel: 09 8899522
PO Box 68-294, Newton, Auckland 1145
info@nztecho.com
editor@nztecho.com
accounts@nztecho.com
www.nztecho.com
facebook.com/NZFVTG

Techos’ Guild office hours
Monday to Friday, 9am to 3.30pm
Outside these hours, please leave a
phone message or email us.
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